
LISBON

Lisbon is a city crafted over centuries with a historical past, a vibrant present and always looking to an exciting future.
It is an illuminated city. The almost constant presence of sunshine and the Tagus River transforms the Portuguese capital into a mirror of a thousand colours, highlighting the 
city’s unique architecture and beauty.
As we walk through Lisbon ‐ whose history spans back thousands of years – we find streets filled with heritage monuments and characteristic neighbourhoods where the city 
first developed monuments, and can still be experienced at its most genuine level.



COMPORTA

Surrounded by undulating umbrella pines and cork trees, wild sand dunes, stunning rice fields and over 60km of pristine, white-sand beaches is Sublime Comporta - a 
magical, unspoiled place yet to be discovered.

Only one hour from a European capital, here wildlife is abundant, time seems to stand still and one is able to experience all that is genuine and authentic.



HOTELS SUGESTIONS IN LISBON

FONTECRUZ  HOTEL – 5 *

With a prime location on the Avenida Liberdade, Fontecruz Lisbon 
Hotel becomes an optimal business and leisure hub for anybody 
who wants to visit Lisbon 
Its 72 luxurious rooms, offer a state-of-the-art technology, modern 
decoration and all the amenities a top class hotel can offer today.
Fontecruz Lisbon Hotel aims to become a landmark of style, 
sophistication and exclusivity in the heart of Lisbon's financial, 
commercial and leisure sector.

LX BOUTIQUE HOTEL – 4 *

Lx boutique hotel is a trendy, new boutique hotel in the heart of Lisbon 
downtown, designed to inspire your Lisbon experience. Comfortable, friendly 
within and dedicated to helping you to get the most out of what Lisbon has to 
offer. 
Simplicity, elegance and comfort are the key notes of our rooms, some of 
them with  a panoramic view over the city so you can appreciate the light and 
bright colors of the Lisbon rooftops.
Lx Boutique Hotel is 5 minutes’ walk from nightlife



HOTELS SUGESTIONS IN COMPORTA
QUINTA DA COMPORTA – 4 *

Between sunrises and sunsets, sandy beaches and coasts of wilderness, take 
time to enjoy an authentic retreat.

Located in the heart of Comporta’s idyllic natural reserve, Quinta da Comporta 
offers the perfect translation of its inspiring lifestyle through the integration of 
traditional architectural lines, connection to its natural environment, proximity 
to the locals and inherent history.
Providing exclusivity, an authentic local experience and high quality service, 
Quinta da Comporta’s spacious Pool Villas, Townhouses apartments, Suites and 
Rooms, create the perfect resort for a genuine journey inwards.
Infused with a contemporary feel, simplicity unveils elegance in every detail 
and invites you into a deep retreat, where wellness and tranquility play a 
leading role. 

SUBLIME HOTEL – 5 *

Rich in cultural heritage, with a welcoming local population, great foods and wines, 
Sublime Comporta offers a combination of tranquility and simplicity that is both 
addictive and inspiring, reminding us of the magic of experiencing more with less.
The rooms, suites and villas are distributed across several buildings adding to the 
intimacy of the hotel. These are the Owner’s House, the Guest Suites, the Bio Pool Suites 
and several 2, 3, 4 and 5 bedroom cabana style villas all of which include a private pool, 
fireplace and large outdoor areas.
The large and comfortable rooms are decorated with Italian furniture of the highest 
quality and are kept mostly in white, which together with the luminosity of this fabulous 
region creates the perfect atmosphere for absolute relaxation.
The Sublime Comporta also boasts a beautiful outdoor swimming pool, as well as an 
indoor pool and spa. The restaurant offers elaborate dishes made with the freshest local 
ingredients and an excellent selection of wines.



PROGRAM AT A GLANCE

DAY I  DAY II DAY III DAY IV DAY VI DAY VII

Morning Arrival at Lisbon airport
Kombi transfer to Belem

Alfama walking tour

Departure from hotel 
by 4x4 to Arrabida 

Mountains

Day at the Troia  beach
Beach games

Day at leisure

Shuttle Minibuses at 
disposal to the beach

Leisure activities 

Departure to Lisbon 
Airport

(Bus transfer needed)

Lunch
Darwin Restaurant Lautasco Restaurant Portinho da Arrabida 

Restaurant
Pic nic lunch at the 

beach

Beach time
Or Leisure activities 

Afternoon
Belem visit

Bike along the coast up 
to Commerce square

Tuk tuk tour & street art 
discovery

Continuation by bus to 
hotel in Comporta 
Welcome  drink on 

arrival  and free until 
dinner at 

Troia Sunset party on a 
boat with regional 

products as oysters , 
chesee and wine tasting  

At leisure 

Dinner

Aperitif at a Lisbon´s 
belvedere followed by 

dinner at
Minibar of José Avillez

Or 
Palacio do Chiado

(Walking distance from 
hotels)

Praia no Parque 
Restaurant 

Or 
Pap´Açorda Restaurant

(Bus transfer needed)

Hotel
Or

Sublime Beach Club
(Bus transfer needed)

Bus transfer back to 
Hotel

Sunset party ends 

Museu do Arroz 
Restaurant

(Bus transfer needed)
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